
 
 

Iain Matthews “Zumbach’s Coat” Blue Rose Records 
  
In the opening page of CD liner booklet Iain comments that the Zumbach in the album title refers to a 
character that appears in a story Ram Dass [born Richard Albert in 1931] included in his book “Still 
Here: Embracing Changing, Aging And Dying” [published 2001, ISBN 1573228710]. In this self-help 
guide, Dass recommends “stepping away from the ego-self, and searching for and becoming the soul-
self,” and by example, in Chapter 1 [#], relates the story of Zumbach, a tailor, who browbeats his 
clientele into purchasing items they don’t like or really want. Here, Iain’s lyrics amount to an attempt to 
search for the soul-self, by stepping out of character or figuratively speaking, discarding Zumbach’s 
Coat.  
 
“Zumbach’s Coat” like Iain’s most recent, four plus year old, solo album “A Tiniest Wham” was cut in 
Texas and co-produced with Bradley Kopp. Released in the USA by the Binky Records subsidiary, UTR, 
in Europe the album is a Blue Rose release and the initial European pressing is accompanied by a six 
song DVD [*] on which Matthews is accompanied by his Dutch touring partner, Ad Vanderveen. 
 
“Cartwheel Avenue,” the opening cut [co-written with Pete Droge and others], boils down to a “get your 
life back in order” song, while “Flying Visit” opens with aircraft sounds and recounts a trip from Holland to 
U.S.A. The latter cut features some neat jazzy keyboard work from David Webb [Jimmy LaFave]. The 
sub-text of “One Door Opens” runs to “She’s the one” making it a love song, albeit, at one point, a 
subjectively dark one. “Power” opens with the quote from Dubya “a few judges and local authorities are 
presuming to change the most fundamental institution of civilization," taken from his February 24th 2004 
speech on the legal definition of marriage. Later Matthews adds, “You’ve got questions you can’t answer, 
And you’re driving us to tears, You’ve got commitments that you’re afraid of, And all is not as it appears” 
and the lyric also alludes to George Bush Sr. with “Your daddy was a self-made man with karma, 
Coming from an educated Texas farmer’s boy [%], He pushed a lot of junk about the crux of evil, But 
recognised the value in everyday people too, So what about you?” A couple of tracks further on, no 
names mentioned, “Favourite Son” is undoubtedly another take on American politics and Dubya. I’m not 
certain whether there’s also an intentional nod to Iain’s old working partner Texan, Mike Nesmith, since, 
in commenting upon the favourite son, one of the lines runs to “Beats familiar sounds on a different 
drum.”  
 
“July Rain” co-written with Norwegian Henning Kvitness is a gentle, melodic love ballad, with David 
Webb’s keyboard and brush drumloops c/o Spectrasonics Liquid Grooves well to the fore. As for the 
lyric, posed in the first person, I’m uneasy about the wording of the affectionate proposition, “I want to be 
that overcoat, You draw so tightly around your throat, So nonchalant you’d hardly know it, I want to be 
that coat.” Matthews courts further controversy, and even employs irony, with “To Be White,” in which he 
paints a [contradictory] portrait of an wealthy entrepreneur who is “an arms dealer, a human rights 
activist, and a homophobe,” who would be happy if lynching was still “all the rage,” and attests that the 
hooded firebrand is “the tool for being free.” Hell, this guy even thinks Stalin “got it right.” Matthews’ 
punch line amounts to “He makes me uneasy to be white.” That said, this song doesn’t possess a 
fraction of the sting of Kasey Chambers’ “Ignorance” which I mentioned in last week’s review of 
“Signature Sounds 10th Anniversary Collection.” As “The Other Shoe” opens Max walks out on 
Sarah after finding her in flagrante delicto in their home, with a companion [male/other?]. A limp wimp 
Max returns home, but departs once and for all after “the other shoe drops.” By that stage, he’s figured 
out Sarah’s “dirty little secret.”   
 



Elsewhere, “Contact” poses much the same question as the plot that unpinned the Jodie Foster movie of 
the same name, and this collection also includes “Blind Faith,” “Start Again” and the laid back love at first 
sight closing cut “The Limburg Girl And The Travelling Man” – “When I close my eyes, I can taste you 
next to me” [!] Really. The six songs featured on the DVD drawn from Iain’s extensive, solo and band, 
back catalogue, includes covers as well as originals - “Girl With The Clouds In Her Eyes,” Van Morrison’s 
“Brown Eyed Girl,” “Another Delta Dawn,” Joni Mitchell’s “Woodstock” and “Funk And Fire,” plus a 
rendition of the Lynn Miles rocker “Unravel.”  
 
Note. 
[#] – Go to http://www.bookbrowse.com/index.cfm?page=title&titleID=522&view=Print to read Zumbach’s 
story. 
[*] – The code number on the DVD disc is “0” which indicates that it will play on any machine, worldwide. 
[$] – George Herbert Walker Bush was born in Massachusetts in 1924, and his father Prescott Bush was 
born in Columbus, Ohio in 1895, later becoming a senator for Connecticut.  
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